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Chapter- IV 

Philosophical theory of Puru (PTP) 

After discussing the Familiar view of ( ) or 

FVP and individual ( ) now we intend to 

concentrate in this chapter on Philosophical theory of 

( ) or PTP. One may ask here: What more things to be 

discussed about ( ) here? In other words, as we 

have already discussed in detail the definition and classification of 

( ) and relations among different 

( ), a new chapter on PTP is otiose. Let us first answer to this 

misgiving. It is true that, what we have shown earlier, philosophy 

tries to clarify, systematize and justify FVP because FVP is full of 

anomalies. It is also known to us that in spite of philosopher’s efforts 

to do so FVP remains inadequate and ultimately unacceptable. It is 

also true that philosophy ( ) is not a theory of ( ). 

However,  ( ) is mainly a theory of  ( ) and 

( ) is one of the four ( ) mentioned in 

FVP. Philosophy, in the sense of ( ), offers its own 

theory or theories of ( ) or PTP. Here a point should 

be noted that even if we are successful to keep FVP free from 

anomalies, it will not be regarded as philosophical theory from the 

strictly philosophical point of view. So we require PTP. But why it is 

so? The reason is — even after the best systematization and giving 

adequate justification of FVP, it remains a socio-ethical doctrine of 

( ) or a normative scheme of values of man as a 

social and moral being. But man is not only a social and moral being; 

he is also a spiritual being. As a spiritual being man’s life is 

soteriologically oriented. Man is essentially a pure spirit. 
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( ) is especially concerned with man’s soteriological and spiritual 

goal. These two different conceptions of man and his orientation or 

goal make FVP and PTP quite distinct from each other. It may not be 

apparently so, but it lies at the deeper level. FVP could not be, in any 

sense, regarded as philosophical theory. It is true that neither FVP 

nor PTP is just empirical theory. So, neither they discuss how man in 

fact conducts himself, his beliefs and practices nor they are merely 

 formal theories of action. They both are realistic systems in the 

sense that they begin by accepting what a man actually is and he 

has some needs in his daily life. For this reason they introduce 

certain normative considerations and try to discover how best man 

can make his life most meaningful and worthy. FVP takes man to be 

essentially a worldly being ( ). So, it prescribes a scheme of 

values for a man which he should pursue for a betterment of his life. 

A man will attain the best fulfilment of his socio-moral and religious 

life and existence if he conducts himself in the light of the scheme of 

( ) which FVP contains. But PTP tells us how man 

should live and behave if he is to understand and realize his real and 

essential nature as a world transcending ( ) being. In other 

words, how he should conduct himself if he is to realize his true 

being. This realization and the absolute freedom from pain go 

together. This absolute freedom from pain brings the highest 

fulfilment of life. This final goal or the highest value ( ) is 

called liberation ( ). This shows that there is a different dimension 

of his existence. These two dimensions are the spiritual and 

soteriological dimension. Once a man discovers these dimensions of 

his life he realizes that he is not just what he looks to be. He orients 

his life and activity for a higher pursuit — pursuit of liberation. PTP is 

concerned with this. 
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But one may not be convinced by our above view. He may still 

argue that the discussion of ( ) is common to both FVP 

and PTP. So, there will be some sort of repetition. There are many 

reasons which make sure the point that after the discussion of

( ) in FVP we steel need the discussion of the 

philosophical theory of ( ). We are mentioning only two of 

them: (a) ( ) is one of the four ( ) 

discussed in FVP. On the other hand according to PTP, there is only 

one ( ) and that is ( ). (b) When FVP tells 

about ( ), the source of it is  ( ) and  

( ). On the other hand when we discuss ( ) in PTP, 

the source of it is different philosophical systems of India. For this 

reason after the discussion of ( ) as one of the four 

( ) in FVP we still need the discussion of the same 

in the light of great Indian philosophical systems.  

It is true that philosophy does not ignore all the four 

( ) admitted in FVP. Because they accept scriptures where 

these four ( ) are discussed and accepted. But it is 

also true that ( ) is mainly concerned with the 

( ), the theory of it and the means of achiving it. 

All philosophical schools are agreed at the point that ( ) 

or ignorance about the true nature of the self is the cause of 

bondage. They all admit that when one gets real and direct 

knowledge ( ) of the true nature of the self, the very 

cause of bondage is removed. Because the right knowledge of the 

self is opposed to the false belief of the same. When bondage is 

removed the knower (the man who is by nature free) becomes 

liberated. ( ) discusses all these. So, ( ) can 
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be said to be the theory of ( ), so far it is a theory of 

( ) though it does not usually discuss other 

( ). According to PTP, ( ) is one. 

There are at least three forms of PTP. One form of PTP contends 

that this one and the highest ( ) is the absolute 

absence of all suffering.  philosophers hold this view and 

according to them, liberation means absolute freedom from pain. The 

second form of PTP contends that the one and the highest 

( ) is absolute happiness. ntin-s hold 

this view and according to them ( ) is  

( ) or absolute pleasure. Some Vai ava-s advocate a 

third form of PTP. According to them,  ( ) or love or 

devotion is the highest ( ). We will discuss only 

the first two in this chapter. The third form of PTP we will discuss in a 

separate chapter. 

One may ask here that why ( ) does not discuss 

other ( )? Why it discusses only ( )? We 

will answer it when we will discuss the position of the  

author . Another important question one may ask here is 

that how we can say that Indian philosophy ( ) is mainly viewed 

as  ( - )? How do the philosophers of India come 

to the conclusion that the discussion of ( ) or liberation and 

the means of it are the central task of ( )? If we look at 

the different text of Indian philosophy, we see quite different pictures. 

We see that some schools discuss about  ( ) or sources 

of knowledge and  ( ) or object of knowledge while some 

discuss the ways of knowing the real import ( ) of the . 

Again, some philosophical schools discuss how mind ( ) can be 
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controlled and some discuss how the world of diversity has evolved 

or originated from one single ultimate principle. Moreover, some 

discuss how many categories are there and how many properties are 

there of these categories.  

As an answer we can say that all are true what is said about 

different schools of Indian philosophy in previous paragraph. But we 

should make a distinction between different topics or issues what a 

subject generally or specially discusses and the main or central 

concern of the same. The central concern of a particular subject lies 

in the need of that particular subject. It is true that there are so many 

topics or issues on which different philosophical schools of India 

discuss, but it is also true that the main concerns of these schools 

are liberation ( ) and the means to achieve it. If we study carefully 

them we find that these schools are ultimately  ( -

). We will show this by discussing two or three schools namely 

e ika and Advaita Ved nta by the help of some well 

known texts of these schools of philosophy. 

 philosophy begins with Ka ’s book of aphorisms 

known as  ( ) or Ka ( ). There are 

many different versions of this work. Here we take the version which 

is recorded in the of ankara Mishra. This is 

directly on Ka ’s  ( ) text. It is the most famous among the 

works da’s work is not directly a commentary on 

Ka ’s  ( ) and it does not explain every  ( ) of 

Ka -s  text. But ankara Mishra’s work explains every  

( ) of Ka ’s work. 
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ankara Mishra notes that the first two s -s ( ) of Ka ’s 

text are: 

1.  1/1/1 and 

2.  1/1/2 

In these s -s ( ) some words occurred and they are 

 ( ),  ( ) and  ( ).1 

Scholars do not agree about the meaning of the term  ( ) 

and ( ) 2. Generally ( ) means 

( ) or  ( ) and it has been understood in this 

sense by ankara Mishra. In some  text also the word 

( ) has been used in the same sense. In both 

Goutama’s  and yana’s commentary on it this word 

is used to mean ( ) or ( ). It is true that 

different schools have taken ( ) in different senses. But the 

most important difference among them about ( ) is whether 

it means a positive state of pleasure or a state of only final freedom 

from pain.  In this chapter we will discuss it in great detail. We will 

show later that how  Mishra interprets the word ‘  

( ) in an uncommon way. And gradually we will try to make 

clear that  ( ) is ultimately the theories of or 

 ( - ). In that sense at least ( ) is a 

theory of ( ). 

    In his  ( ) text Ka  explicitly mentions the words 

 ( ) and  ( ).  Mishra in his 

 goes further and introduces the concept of ( ). 

According to him, Ka  means by ( ) the common 

cause of ( )3.  He further says that highest 
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( ) are two — pleasure and absence of pain.4 He 

then says that these two ultimate ( ) are 

( ) and ( ).5  We will come back to this point later 

on. But here we should note a point that Ka  in his ) 

1/1/4 explicitly says that  ( ) is the means of 

 ( )6. 

Here one may notice the similarity between the  ( ) of 

Ka  just mentioned and the very 1st  ( ) of Goutama 

mentioned in his  ( ) Text. Gautama mentioned there clearly 

that ( ) is the means of ( ).7 So, we 

can say that both Gautama and Ka  are agreed at the point that 

( ) or ( ) or liberation is obtained through 

( ). But ( ) of what? Here Gautama 

and Ka  have their own different views. According to Goutama, 

these things are sixteen in number as enumerated in 

1/1/1. The list of these sixteen things begins with  ( ) 

and ends with  ( ). On the other hand, for 

Ka , these things are similarities and dissimilarities of 

( ) [ ( ) and ( ) of 

( )] and these  ( ) are six (or seven) in number. 

Mahar ya a’s ( ) Text end with the 

( ) “ ” (4/4/22). Here ‘  

( ) means “absence of return i.e. does not return”. The idea is 

that the soul (or jiva) does not return to this (or world) after 

getting liberation. ( ) is the phenomenal state of being 

and it is the state of bondage and suffering. The only way to return to 

this phenomenal world is through birth (or rebirth). The says —   
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 I 

 II 2/17 

Meaning thereby for death of anyone born is certain, and of 

the dead (re-)birth is a certainty. Therefore, we ought not to grive 

over an inevitable fact. But liberation means transcending the cycle 

of repeated births and deaths. Taking repeated births and deaths is 

explained as the state of bondage ( ). For this reason actually 

 ( ) means  ( ) or suffering. At the stage of 

liberation men transcend this state of bondage. ( ) is that 

enterprise which helps man to go beyond or to transcend the state of 

( ) and suffering. a rya writes at the end of 

 “   

 ”8, meaning thereby the reason why Ved nta was 

evolved is to get rid of sans ra ( ). This will be possible if we 

have the knowledge of one and non-dual ( ) Brahman ( ). 

Ved nta is meant to give us this knowledge.  

Like the  and ika School the  

( ) also begins with the very purpose of removing the cause of all 

suffering. The value of  ( ) is to enable man to 

attain his highest goal or fulfil life’s greatest need. Jaimini’s  

( ), Kapil’s and Patanjali’s ( ) 

also mainly concern about ( ) and the means to attain it 

but in their own different ways. The main concern of Buddhism and 

Jaina systems are also to help man to be free from bondage. So, 

from the above discussion it is clear that the main concern to all 

Indian philosophical schools (p ka School of 

philosophy) is liberation and the means to achieve it. [ s also 
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believe in ( ) in their own sense. For them ( ) is 

what others say death and they don’t believe in rebirth]. 

In  it has been said ‘

 ’ — (2/4/5) and ‘

’. So, it is clear that philosophy is concerned with 

( ); at least with the final ( ) or ( ). 

What is ( ) or liberation, why man should have it, how he can 

have it — these are the basic enquiries of different philosophical schools. 

Kapil in the very first  ( ) of his  Text ( ) mentions 

( ). The  ( ) is ‘ ’ 

1/1/1.9 

khya philosophers admit three kinds of  ( ) — 

 ( ),  ( ) and  

( ). According to them, the final ( ) or the 

ultimate human need is complete removal of these threefold 

suffering. At the end of the text Kapil says — “

 ” (6/70).10 It means removal of these 

suffering by any means is ( ) [final or ultimate]. 

Similarly in the last  ( ) of the of Patanjali also 

we get the reference of ( ). There it has been said 

— ‘  ’ — 

4/34.11 

   In Goutama’s Text we get many references to 

( ). In a in his  

gives ( ) a great importance. Generally ’s 

known as a great work in the field of epistemology 

and logic of  philosophy. Men (who are mainly trained in 

western philosophy) usually do not notice that he has made some 
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Valuable and philosophically significant reference to 

( ). They think that ( ) is a topic of soteriology 

and it is very much different from philosophy. But the fact is that in 

the second  ( ) of the first part ( ) of his 

, which is known a  

( ), made reference to ( ). It is the 

actual beginning of the book. This section deals with the question of 

 ( ). If we think about Gautama’s  we see 

a similarity in this regard. Gautama has mentioned a list of sixteen 

 ( ) in the very first  ( ) of his  Text. 

There he started with ( ) yana also begins his 

commentary on  with the discussion of  

( ). This is one of the reasons for which  is known as 

 ( ) or a theory of ( ). Yet 

 notes in the beginning of the ( ) of 

 that according to Gautama the knowledge of 

( ) etc. is needed for ( ) or liberation. He 

writes that the discipline called  ( ) is indirectly related to 

 ( ). Mathur n th in his commentary on this 

portion of explains the word indirectly to mean 

through yielding such knowledge which is the means of ( ). 

At the end of the second part of  of 

,  elaborately discusses both the subject 

God ( ) and liberation ( ). In the beginning of his 

( ) or discussion on God  writes that once it has been 

established that  is a ( ), God’s existence can 

be established through it. This suggests that  does not take 

the trouble of building a theory of  ( ) or logic without 

some ulterior purpose. This purpose is ultimately to prove God’s 
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existence. And he has already established in the preceeding and 

greater part of that  is a ( ). 

He has established this through the discussion of various aspects of 

 ( ) and many different views about these aspects. 

In his  ( ) of 

 discusses about spiritual liberation or  ( ). He 

begins this  ( ) by saying that the greatest need of 

inference is liberation ( )12.  

 ends his discussion of liberation by saying that 

 [as ( )] is the cause of ( ) or 

liberation and in  it has been said clearly.  also has 

discussed it in detail in this  ( ). But how do we know 

the  suggests this? In the  it has been 

said “ ’ (2/4/5), which 

means one may have direct self-realization ( - ) through 

 ( ),  ( ) and  ( ). Here 

 ( ) means critically reflected on or through  

( ) rya shows that this ( ) consists of 

arguments and inferences. It has been said that ‘

’. It means hearing the sentences of the  from 

the teacher with proper awe ( ) and critical reflection 

( ) on the same subject is necessary. 

From our earliar discussion it has been clear that Indian 

philosophy ( ) is primarily concerned with 

( ). Since one of the great needs of Indian Philosophy 

( ) is to give a philosophical theory of ( ), it will 

not be wrong if it is regarded as   ( - ). Such a 
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theory of ( ) or PTP should contain the discussion of 

the nature of ( ), number of ( ), 

definition or criterion of ( ), relative superiority or 

inferiority of ( ), means of attaining 

( ) etc. It is true that different schools of Indian philosophical 

Tradition (Except perhaps C ka) have their own different forms of 

PTP. But they all have offered some PTP (as distinct from FVP) in 

their own ways. We will cite a few more textual evidences later. First 

we will discuss major points of agreements and differences between 

PTP–s of two major Indian schools of philosophy namely -

ika PTP and Advaita–  PTP. We will also discuss out 

of these two PTP-s which one is more acceptable and why. 

Both  theory of ( ) or VPTP 

and  theory of ( ) or NVPTP 

exclusively discuss the only one ( ) the 

( ). It may be the first point of agreement 

between them. Philosophy ( ) tells us about direct realization of 

the self ( - ), which is the direct cause or direct means of 

achieving ( ). Here it should be noted 

that ( ) itself is an indirect means of such 

( ). The second point of agreement between VPTP and 

NVPTP is that they both admit ( ) or ( ) as 

( ).13 But why is ( ) called 

as ( )? Both NVPTP and VPTP show 

more or less same reasons why ( ) is called as 

( ). This may be called as third point of 

agreement between them. In some philosophical texts of 

 some reasons have been shown very clearly and explicitly. 
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These reasons are acceptable to  and some 

other groups of philosopher. 

Now let us discuss about the differences or some major points 

about ( ) according to these two 

schools. The important point is that specially two major points of 

differences made their theory different. The first point is what is the 

nature of ( )? And the other is what is 

the means of attaining this ( )? 

According to both these PTP, there is only one 

( ). Philosophy is not just an empirical and 

descriptive theory; it rather aims at the higher general truths. Thus 

when philosophy (ontology) discusses what are real in the world, it 

does not want to know what particular real things are there in the 

world. Because all we know that real things are innumerable. So, no 

one will try to make a list of them. Actually philosophy discusses and 

tells us what are the most general kinds of things in the world.14 

ika school gives us a list of categories, but not a list of real 

objects of the world. We have said that the great concern of 

( ) is to discuss ( ) or human need. From this one 

should not mean that ( ) is interested in particular objects 

which man really seek to live in this world, such as medicine, 

education, food, cloths, shelter etc. Man seeks these objects and the 

objects are innumerable. ( ) is not concerned with their 

number; it is not interested to make a list of these objects. Rather it is 

interested in most general need of human being. Here by general 

need it does not mean the need of this man or that man. It is not the 

need at one time and not at another time, under one condition and 

not another condition. ( ) is interested in that human 
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need which is not relative to particular individual man, time, taste, 

situation etc. It is rather interested in the absolute need which every 

man seeks unconditionally, provided that he knows the nature of it. It 

may be the fact that a man does not know it and so he does not seek 

it. But if a man knows that ( ) is the absolute need, then he 

should seek it. Since every man does not know it, there enters an 

element of morality. And this morality is based on practical 

rationality. Our reason tells us what we should do and what we 

should not do. When reason determined an action as what we shoud 

do and what we should not do, then it is a case of practical 

rationality. Man generally seeks many things to live in this world. But 

we cannot say that man should seek those things. Seeking an object 

practically does not include seeking that object morally. We cannot 

say a man as ‘you should breath’.  But the very condition of seeking 

( ) is to attain the proper knowledge about ( ). It 

is very obvious that some men know it and some do not know. So, it 

is said that man should seek ( ). If man knows 

( ), he will seek it unconditionally. So, philosophers formulate the 

most general conception of human need and general principle or 

criterion of such human need. This need should be an object of 

unconditional desire. Such a need is absolute need. It is what every 

man desires for its own sake. If there is a man who does not want 

( ), it is because he is ignorant of the true nature of it or 

actual condition of his life. If he knows that it is inevitable that his life 

will be full of suffering and pain, he obviously will try to get rid of this 

suffering. If he knows that ( ) is complete freedom from 

pain, he will seek ( ) for it’s own sake.  
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So, we can formulate it in this way: if ( ) is a thing 

that whoever knows (who is rational also) what it is, he will have 

desire to have it. We can say that he should want to have it. If a 

person is such that he does not have any idea of what ( ) 

is, he can say that he does not want ( ) though his life is 

full of suffering and pain. So, it is proved that the concern of 

philosophy is to give a most general theory of ( ) 

according to which there is only one ( ) 

or need of life. So, everybody wants (or should want) ( ) 

provided that he knows it. If x is such that any man who knows it, 

also wants it, then x is a ( ) or absolute human need 

in the philosophical sense. There may be many theories of 

( ) but PTP is the most general and rational theory 

of ( ). 

Though food is said to be one of the basic needs, it cannot be 

said about ( ) from a philosophical standpoint 

(sense). For, man seeks food only when he is hungry. Moreover 

hungry man, when gets food and satisfies his hunger, does not 

further seek food. That means it is not his any eternal desire. Then 

his knowledge about food will not lead him to desire food.  So, we 

can say that the knowledge of the food is not the sufficient condition 

or cause of man’s desire for food. For this reason all needs are not 

( ) in the philosophical sense. There are 

innumerable needs which man seeks for the betterment of his life. 

But, they are not ( ) in the philosophical sense. That 

need of a thing is ( ) in a philosophical sense, the 

knowledge of which is sufficient condition for desiring it. If to know a 

thing is to desire it — then that thing is a human need in the most 
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general, absolute and philosophical sense. Philosophers of different 

schools, by maintaining this principle strictly, formulate 

( ) in their own ways. 

 philosophers also formulate the 

( ) in this way. It has been said that “

” (  -146). Meaning thereby, 

absesce of pain and pleasure is only the two objects the knowledge 

of which is sufficient to seek these objects. It follows (philosophically 

speaking) that the highest human needs are two — pleasure and 

absence of pain. These are two different things because one of 

these cannot be reduced to the other. For this reason, NVPTP says 

that highest human need or ( ) are two 

and not one. This view of NVPTP is quite different from both the view 

of VPTP and FVP. FVP makes a list of four ( ) 

where ( ) is placed at the top position of the list. On 

the other hand VPTP holds the view that (

) is one and it is a kind of pleasure ( ). They called it as 

 ( ). In the book the 

author  explicitly says that ( ) is the highest 

human need. And this view is fully agreed with the view of FVP. 

VPTP and NVPTP — they both have not only different 

formulation but they have also different criterion of 

( ). Following the hint of the last s ) of 

the source book of  Philosophy,   

says ( ) is ( ) because it is 

permanent. It is permanent in the sense that if one gets ( ), 

he never loses it. To loose ( ) means to return to this 

 (world of suffering). The  means the phenomenal 
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world which is full of suffering or pain (also pleasure). It has been 

said in other philosophical systems that birth or  ( or )) 

means du kha ( ). For this reason, the last says 

‘ ’ which means non-return to the phenomenal condition of 

existence or the state of bondage.  explicitely says that out 

of all the four ( ) ( ) is the  or 

highest ( ). He holds this when he says — “... 

- - - ”.15 But one 

may ask the reason why is ( ) the highest (

)? Keeping this question in mind  mentions the 

reason by quoting the  text – “ ”16, meaning 

there by ( ) is ( ) because if 

one gets ( ) he never returns. So, permanence of 

( ) is the reason what makes it the highest. The other 

( ) are not ( ) because they are 

not permanent. The - ika (NV) criterion of 

( ) emphasizes its character of unconditionality.  

philosophy emphasizes its character of permanence. There are 

compatible views shared by both NV philosophers and  

philosophers. But permanence may be viewed as debatable feature. 

For if ( ) is permanent, then everyone is already liberated. 

And then philosophical enterprise becomes unnecessary and 

useless. We will discuss this point later. It may also be said that 

 criterion applies only to ( ) 

unconditionally. Knowledge of food leads to the desire if the man is 

hungry. But unlike hunger the feature of bondage is a universal 

feature which qualifies every man (except the ) or every 

sentient creature at every moment.  
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One may find the conflict between VPTP and NVPTP from what 

is said in the previous passages. But the conflict is not reasonable. 

For the criterion, which we have mentioned as offered by NVPTP, is 

the criterion of ( ) in the most general and 

philosophical sense. To put it otherwise NVPTP offers the criterion to 

test or to answer the question what can be a ( ) in 

strict philosophical sense. It does not answer the question why 

( ) is said to be the ( ) or 

highest goal of life. But the criterion offered by VPTP (criterion of 

permanence) answers the question why ( ) is 

( ) but not the question why ( ) is a 

( ). So, NVPTP and VPTP offer criterion but for 

different ika, who takes 

( ) to be the object of unconditional desire of man and takes 

( ) as pleasure or freedom from pain, can easily 

accept ( ) to be the highest ( ) in the 

 sense that it is permanent. In other words, ika will 

have no problem to accept that ( ) is permanent in the 

sense that ( ) once attained is never lost again. So, there 

is no conflict between NVPTP and VPTP in this sense. Similarly, 

there is no conflict between NVPTP and VPTP on the one hand and 

FVP on the other. Because, all the four ( ), 

admitted in FVP, are the form of either pleasure or absence of pain. 

FVP also accepts that ( ) is the highest pleasure or 

ultimate absence of pain and it is the highest (

). Moreover, it also accepts that ( ) is permanent. So, 

there is no conflict. 
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But still FVP is different from NVPTP. It is in the sense that 

NVPTP is the most general and philosophical theory of 

( ). But FVP is not. In the most general sense and criterion 

( ) is only two. But since FVP is an empirical theory, 

it says about four ( ). If there were another theory 

of ( ) which is less general to FVP, then it could 

include few more ( ). But a most general theory 

will include all this and it can be regarded as philosophical theory in 

true sense when PTP says about two (or one) ( ) 

and includes all ( ) in it. Thus all 

( ) come under these two highest kinds of ( ) 

— pleasure and absence of pain. NV philosophers are aware that 

FVP is an empirical theory of ( ) and ordinary people 

generally admits four ( )  Keeping all these in mind 

 philosophers give the theory of ( ) 

which is a most general theory and it covers all the 

( ) of FVP. If we look at FVP from the point of view of NVPTP, 

then we see that FVP also gives us a general theory of 

( ). Because, logically speaking, there can be another theory 

which admits many more ( ) than FVP. Then FVP 

will be regarded as general theory in comparison to that theory. But it 

is not as general theory as NVPTP. We can explain it in this way that 

different individual has different needs and they are, in a sense, 

innumerable. FVP first tries to draw a distinction among all these 

needs. Some needs are good as end ( - - ) and some needs 

are good as means ( - - ) of some other ends. Then FVP 

generalizes it and says that there are only two human needs which 

are good-in-itself. These needs are  ( ) and ( ). It 

also says that there are only two human needs which are good-as-
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means. And these are  ( ) and ( ). These are 

means of the other two needs which are good-in-itself. Then it also 

shows that ( ) is the means of  ( ) and ( ) 

is the means of ( ).  

So far as PTP is concerned it is a debatable issue whether 

( ) is a means of ( ) or not. Both Ka  and 

Goutama said that ( ) is the cause or means of 

( ) or ( ). Here ‘ ( ) 

means  ( ) or of or 

( ). According to Goutama, 

( ) of sixteen  ( ) is the means of 

( ) or ( ). On the other hand, Ka  holds the view 

that  of six ( ) or strictly speaking 

of their similarities and dissimilarities is the means of ( ). It 

is stated in the fourth  ( ) of Ka when he tells us 

“

” (1/1/4). a in his commentary 

 on Ka ’s  text says the same 

thing. This work is also known as  He says 

“

”. Jagadi a tark lank ra has done a commentary 

on this  called . Here he explains that if 

there was no ( ) as the end, then 

( ) would be meaningless and if ( ) was 

meaningless then the Ka ’s  text and ika philosophy 

would be useless. To answer such possible charge da 

following Ka  writes that ( ) which ika 
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philosophy generates is usefull. For it is a means of 

( ). 17 

But neither Ka  and a nor Jagadi a explain 

why ( ) is an end. They all just take 

( ) as the highest good-as-end-in-itself. This is true not only for 

Ka  and a or ika philosophy, but it is true for 

philosophical schools including  also. For all of them the highest 

human need in strict philosophical sense is ( ) or 

( ) or ( ) or ( ) and 

all are agreed at the point that ( ) is the highest good-as-end 

and not good-as-means. Both Goutama’s  text and Ka ’s 

 text tell us that the means of ( ) is 

( ). But they never said anywhere that ( ) is the 

means of ( ). Thus we can say that though PTP can agreed 

with FVP that ( ) is the ( ), but 

it will never agree with FVP that  ( ) is the means (Good as 

means) of ( ). Not only  and ika ( )

but in ( ) also we get the same view.  

in his shows first that ( ) is the highest 

among the four ( ). He shows evidence from  

which tells us (as we noted above) that ( ) is permanent. 

After that  shows the means of it. The means to this end is 

. Here Brahman is ( ). For this reason the 

main points which wants to establish is all about 

, knowledge of , means of the knowledge of

 etc. he says ‘... - - ’.18 

Thus we can say that all philosophical theories of 

( ) or PTP are agreed at the point that ( ) is not the 
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means of ( ). But one may say here that FVP also does 

not say that  ( ) is the means of ( ). So, it will not 

be reasonable to say that unlike PTP, FVP says that ( ) is 

the means of ( ). Then what actually FVP wants to say? It 

has given only a list of four ( ). And if we read this 

list from bottom to top then only ( ) will be placed at the top 

most or the highest place. After that FVP tries to give an 

interpretation of the relation obtained among these four 

( ). If we follow this interpretation sincerely, then it seems to us 

that of these four ( )  ( ) and ( ) 

are the two good as ends. So, it will be quite easy to understand that 

remaining two ( ) will be good as means. This 

familiar account seems to suggest that ( ) is the means of

( ) according to FVP. 

If philosophy shows that ( ) cannot be the means of 

( )  then the above version of FVP can be given up and 

another version can be formulated. But what other version of 

interpretation or formulation of FVP is possible? It should be an 

interpretation in which atleast ( ) will not be a means of 

( ). And if ( ) is not the means of ( ) 

[ ( ) is the good-as-end-in-itself], then there will be some 

other options.  

1. One option is that ( ) is not at all a means to any 

other ( ), rather it is an end-in-itself.  

2. ( ) is a means of some other 

( ).  
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3. In this option one may argue that all the questions of 

reinterpretation of FVP take place because we formed FVP in this 

way.  

3,i) We formed FVP to agree with PTP on the point that 

( ) or liberation is the good-as-end-in-itself. It is the highest 

end.  

3,ii) We formed FVP to disagree with PTP on the point that 

according to the PTP ( ) is the means of ( )  

whereas according to FVP (usual version or familiar version) 

( ) is the means of ( ). But one can doubt whether 3,i) is 

true or not. Whether the different philosophical theories of 

( ) have proved it or not that ( ) is the good-as-end or 

( ) is the highest human need ( ).  PTP 

gives us a general criterion to test of what can be a 

( ). On the other hand Advaita PTP gives us a criterion 

to test which is the best and highest human need or goal of human 

life. Thus it has been told us by the different philosophical schools 

that the highest need of man or the goal he desires is either pleasure 

or absence of pain. But have they proved that ( ) is the 

highest ( )? To show that ( ) is the highest 

( ) we need to show first that ( ) is (by 

nature) either pleasure or absence of pain. After that we need to 

show that ( ) is either highest form of pleasure or highest 

form of absene of pain. Suppose we say that ( ) is a 

( ). But from this it does not mean that ( ) 

is a ( ) or highest form of ( ). We 

need to show here that ( ) is a form of ( ) and 

highest form of ( ). Similarly, suppose we may say that 
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 ( ) or absence of pain is a ( ). 

But from this it should not mean that ( ) is a 

( ) or highest form of ( ). We need to show 

here that ( ) is a form of ( ) or highest 

form of ( ). So we need two things to discuss: 

first, ( ) is either a form of pleasure or a form of absence of 

pain and secondly, ( ) is either the highest form of 

pleasure or the highest form of absence of pain. These points we will 

discuss when we will discuss two forms of PTP — NVPTP and 

VPTP. 

Let us now discuss 1 and 2. We will not discuss much about 1. 

We have seen earlier that ( ) is an ambiguous word and it 

can be used in different senses. One of these senses, which is 

derived from the grammar and etymology of the word is that 

( ) sustains the society or the world ( ) and protect the 

people ( ). In this sense ( ) means 

 ( ) [where the society ( ) is a moral society, 

just society ( )]. Another sense of the term ‘ ( ) 

means dutiful actions. Actions cannot be treated as end-in-

themselves. For, actions are always associated with pain. It may be 

means of some other ends. So, ( )  in this sense, is never 

end-in-itself, rather it is end-as-means. In another sense 

( ) means  ( ) or  ( ) (usually translated as moral 

merit and demerit). Another sense of the word ‘  ( ) is 

. Udayan c rya used the word ‘  ( ) 

in this sense in the first stavaka of his .19 In this 

sense also ( ) is primarily a means of resulting final 

pleasure or pain. It is not an end in itself. In our previous discussion 
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we have shown ( ), as a form of dutiful action, is a natural 

object of aversion. So, we can say the alternative 1 is not true at all. 

Since ( ) as action entails exertion and efforts, or we can 

say troubles and suffering ( ), it cannot be regarded as end-in-

itself. But ( ) is always an object of desire. So, how 

can ( ) be a ( )? The answer is 

( ) can be a ( ) if it is regarded as end-as-

means.20   

Now, let us discuss about the alternative 2. Is this alternative 

true and acceptable? Can we say reasonably that ( ) is a 

means of some other ends [some other ( )] other 

than ( )? If we do not consider ( ) and 

( ), then there will be two other  ( ) in the scheme 

of FVP. And these are ( ) and ( ). Now the question 

is can ( ) be a means of any one of them or both of them? 

We have noticed that ( ) has been placed at the bottom of 

the familier list of  ( ) of FVP. The reason is this: 

( ) is the root of all ( ). The implication is 

this: in a sense it is the means of all other ( ). To 

seek other ( ) one must seek it through 

( ). This suggests the criterion of ( ). A 

( ) is any need or object of desire if it is or ought to be sought 

through right means. Here morality is based on practical rationality. 

( ) within its standard meaning has both these characters 

of being rational to do and (morally) just to do. If we take an example 

the matter will be clear. as ( ) is included 

in the list of FVP. But ( ) is not a ( ) because 

men need it or seek it. A man may earn it through any immoral or 
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unjustified means. But then it will not be regarded as 

( ).  ( ) is ( ) if it is earned through 

( ) only. In another words, ( ) is ( ) 

if and when it is sought and through the ways approved or enjoined 

by ( ) or morally just means.21 Similarly, if a  

earns money ( ) by performing  ( ) i.e. by acting as a priest, 

it will be a ( ). So, ( ) or wealth earned by a 

 ( ) through ( ) or through acting as priest 

on behalf of a  ( ) is a ( ). It follows 

that ( ) confers ( ) character to ( ). 

Simultaneously, ( ), in this sense, becomes a way of 

earning ( ). In this special sense ( ) can be a 

means to other  ( ) like ( ) etc. Similarly 

what  ( ) gets as a gift from the king who appoints him 

for teaching ( ) students is rightful earning or 

( ). In the same way it can be shown that dharma ( ) is the 

means of ( ). The implication is this when ( ) is 

involved in rightfull marriage, it can be regarded as 

( ). Because such marriage is enjoined [i.e., such marriage is 

( )]. To put it otherwise, ( ), in the sanse of 

pleasure of conjugal life or married life is a ( ) when 

it is sought through rightful marriage or ( - ). 

Here ( ) confers the character of ( ) to 

( ). So in this special sense ( ) is a means of 

( ) also.  

FVP may be interpreted in the way mentioned above. And then 

from the point of view of PTP it (FVP) can be regarded as an 

acceptable doctrine. FVP admits a list of four  ( ) 
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and there ( ) is the highest. It is not a means of any other 

( ), it is the end-in-itself. Since there is no higher 

need than ( ), it is the highest need (PTP also admits this, 

though PTP is yet to prove it). Among the other three 

( ) ( ) is an end as means. But it is not proved 

whether it [ ( )] is the means of ( ) or not. There 

is no doubt that ( ) is a means of both ( ) and 

( ). Now since there are few questions still unanswered, 

FVP cannot be acceptable in this interpretation. These questions are 

— (a) What are the status of ( ) and ( )? (b) What is 

the means of ( )? So far as (b) is concerned we have two 

options — (b.i) ( ) has no means, or (b.ii) it has some 

means other than ( ). If we choose (b.ii), then there will be 

another two options. The first option is the means of ( ) is 

either ( ) or ( ) or both. The second option is the 

means of ( ) is something different from ( ), 

( ) and ( ). FVP does not mention any clue about 

what can be the means of ( ) apart from ( ), 

( ) and ( ). Apparently one may think that this 

problem will not be there if we choose the first option. But to my mind 

the problem will be still there. For, we cannot think how ( ) 

and ( ) can be means of ( ). ( ) cannot be 

the means of ( ), for, it cannot be purchased. Worldly 

pleasure can be purchased by money. ( ) also can be 

purchased by money. But ( ) is not this-worldly pleasure. 

( ) also, on the other hand, cannot be means of 

( ). For, one cannot attain ( ) by simply seeking it. Or 

one cannot attain ( ) by leading a life of rightful carnal 

pleasure or ( ) in the narrowest sense. In one sense every 
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( ) is an object of desire or ( ). But this 

does not mean that ( ) is the means of ( ). 

In one sense ( ) is the most basic and most universal object 

of pleasure. Desire for anything else is rooted (perhaps unknown to 

us) in the love for one’s own self. This love is a form of ( ). 

In a sense all  ( ) can be interpreted in terms of 

( ), but ( ) is not the means of it. Our previous 

question still remains unsolved and that is how to interpret FVP so 

that it will be free from anomalies? There may be more than one 

such interpretation or re-interpretation or re-construction of FVP from 

the point of view of PTP. 

Now, it is possible to take FVP to be a list of 

( ) in only one sense, in the basic sense. In this basic sense all 

 ( ) will be end-in-itself, nothing will be end-as-

means. To put it differently all  ( ) are object of 

desire. Now, if we take it in the basic sense, then all human goals or 

all object of desires will be ( ) in intrinsic sense, 

nothing will be ( ) in instrumental sense. For, all 

 ( ) are end-in-themselves and nothing is end-as-

means. As, for example, ( ) is ( ) in 

intrinsic sense or it is ( ) as end-in-itself. Similarly 

( ), ( ) and ( ) will also be  

( ) as end-in-itself, and not end-as-means. Men seek 

( ), in the same way he seeks ( ), wealth etc. Thus we 

can re-interpret and it is the most radical way to re-interpret FVP. 

And if we are successful to systematize and re-interpret FVP in this 

way, we can avoid the anomalies mentioned before and questions 

like the following. Why there are more good as end in the list than 
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good as means? Or, why there are more good as means and less 

good as ends? Or, which is the means of which good as end and so 

on. 

Now there are some more questions which are not easy to 

answer. Can we say that man (directly) desires ( ) and 

( )? One can easily say that man seeks wealth and 

pleasure and we are ready to accept it. We are ready to accept it 

because it is proved in our day-to-day experience. But can we say 

that man desires ( )? We can empirically verify that man 

(or majority of them) desires  ( ) and ( )  But there is 

no such evidence to show than man (generally and naturally) desires 

( ) and ( ). Hence the statements like 

( ) is a ( ) or human need or ( ) is a 

human need are, therefore, either false or are not empirical 

statements. 

 Similarly, can we say that man seeks ( )? 

( ) means duty or rightful actions. Can we say that man seeks 

rightful actions? Man seeks pleasure, wealth etc. But it is clear to us 

that men do not seek duty in the same way men seek wealth and 

pleasure. As for example, men desire cooking. From this it does not 

mean man desires cooking for its own sake. Men need food and so 

they desire cooking. When his hunger will be satisfied he will not 

desire cooking. Hence men do not desire it all time. Man desires 

cooking for the sake of food. Similarly, man desires ( ) or 

rightful action to be  ( ). Actually he desires to be 

( ). So, he desires ( ) or desires 

righteousness. Man desires morality for its own sake. It is end-in-

itself. To say a man is ( ) actually to attribute a virtue 
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to him. The man who has this virtue always performs right actions or 

duties [ ( - )]. Such a man desires to perform 

 ( - ) because he desires ( ) [

( ) or performance of right actions comes from the virtue of 

righteousness and more we perform duties the virtue becomes more 

firm]. To put it otherwise, at least some men want to be moral. The 

term ( ) has many senses and one of the very important 

sense of it is duty. So, some men want to be  ( ) and 

for them ( ) is end-in-itself. They seek ( ) for its 

own sake. Hence, in this sense ( ) may be a 

( ). 

But here one may object by saying that in this sense also 

( ) cannot be regarded as ( ). The reason 

is this if we take ( ) in the sense stated above then it will 

be a need of only few persons. Those who want to be moral or 

( ), will seek ( ). But it is not the object of 

desire of all people. And unless it becomes object of desire of all 

people, it cannot be regarded as ( ). For, generally 

( ) means need of all people. Then how can 

( ) or ( ) be regarded as ( )? It is then 

that ( ) is not what man actually desires but what 

man  desire. Even when actually a man does not desire 

( ), he should. But then we have to say that all men should 

seek wealth or ( ). If it is the case, then we will have 

problems. The problems are:  a) it is difficult to accept that everyone 

should seek wealth or pleasure, and b) if we define 

( ) in terms of ( ), then how ( ) can be said 

to be a ( ) without circularity? 
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The answer is as easy as simple. Generally 

( ) means human need. We take it to mean from this that a 

( ) will be need of all people. But it is not true. As for 

example wealth or ( ) and pleasure are ( ). 

But ascetic,  ( ) will not seek wealth and pleasure. 

( ) is regarded as highest fulfilment of life. Hence 

( ) is ( ). But very few people seek 

( ) [and also have knowledge about ( )]. It has 

been said about ( ) that ‘

’ ( 2/4/5). It means self should 

be realized, though very few people seek to realize (soul). But 

there is no injunction or imperative that everyone should desire 

pleasure or wealth. Similarly, there is also no injunction that 

everybody should desire ( ). Only actions can come within 

the scope of injunction. Desire is not an action and it cannot be 

within the scope of injunction. For this reason the word 

( ) or desire for knowledge in the 1/1/1 was taken 

to mean ( ). For ( ) being an action it is 

possible to say that it is a duty to do (we should do). 

Generally ( ) means object of seeking or 

object of desire which man seeks in a normal condition. Man in 

normal condition seeks so many things. As for example a hungry 

man seeks food, an ill man seeks medicine etc. But when hunger of 

a man is satisfied or the illness of a man is cured, he does not seek 

food or medicine. But from this it does not mean that food and 

medicine are not need. The point is this: if we generalise, we see 

that it is not food or medicine or some other objects but the pleasure 

or satisfaction which the man gets from these objects. This pleasure 
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or satisfaction is actually the need of that man. In other words, it 

seems that man (hungry) needs food. But if we generalise we see 

that man needs the pleasure or satisfaction associated with food. 

Thus we can generalise it in this way that man actually needs or 

desires pleasure or ( ) associated with the object. 

( ) is to be taken not as desire but what is desired 

( or ). For, we do not desire the desire ( ) but we 

desire what is desired. So, in a generalised sense man seeks 

pleasure and it is ( ). In the same manner if we keep 

in our mind that ( ) means dutiful actions then no men will 

seek it. If we generalise, we see that, man want to be virtuous, so 

man seeks ( ). But from this it does not mean that man 

seeks particular moral or dutiful actions. Man seeks moral disposition 

or virtue. ( ) means  ( ) in nature. Such a 

nature is a value, is a ( ). Hence ( ) is also 

a direct object of desire. Similarly, man seeks ( ). But from 

this it should not mean that man seeks currency. In other words, man 

does not seek ( ) for its own sake. He seeks ( ) to 

secure his life, to purchase his other objects of desire. 

Thus we can take each one of the list of ( ) 

of FVP and show that each  ( ) stands for direct 

object of desire, as good as end. And in this way also we can avoid 

the problem to explain what will be end-in-itself and what will be 

means of them. 

But still there will be problem if we try to justify the order of the 

( ) of FVP. There is a difference between a moral 

man and a corrupt man. A moral man wants to be virtuous or 
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( ), which the corrupt man does not. But for both, 

wealth, right kind of protection and security are the basic objects of 

desire. A moral man at last achieves ( ) and once it is 

achieved no other desire is left. So, ( ) perfectly satisfies 

the description given in the  - " ” 

(6/22), meaning thereby after getting which no other thing is felt 

greater (or greater object of desire). But still it is difficult to make an 

order of ( ) and ( ). We will discuss this radical 

interpretation further. Four ( ) are uttered or listed 

in sequence as it is physically impossible to utter or write down their 

names all at once. Each one is an irreducible ( ). 

This is also a possibility.  

There is another possible interpretation. According to this 

interpretation, the word ( ) is the sense of  ( ) 

which means pleasure or ( ). This pleasure is of two types 

— one is worldly pleasure or phenomenal or ( ) 

pleasure and other is other-worldly or ( ) or 

( ) pleasure.22 ( ) is the 

( ) means of  ( ) i.e. ( ); 

but ( ) is the ( ) or worldly means of  or 

worldly ( ). There is another sense of ( ). This 

sense we get in . Here it has been said that artha ( ) 

means ( ) ( ) ( ). They have used the 

term ‘ ’ to mean  (i.e.  etc.). 

( ), has a dual character. For it serves two 

purposes. It serves as ( ) means for  (

) and as ( ) means for (  ). 

We can explain it in this way that the word ( ) has two 
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main senses. In one sense ( ) means enjoined actions or 

dutiful action and in this sense ( ) is the ( )

means of (  ) or pleasure i.e. ( ). 

In another sense moral merit ( ) is the result of dharma ( ) and 

this moral merit is one of the main causes of every effect of this 

world. Hence, in this sense, it is the cause of this-worldly  or 

 (  ) also. To put it otherwise, ( ) 

which means dutiful actions results moral merits ( ). Now, firstly 

through moral merits it plays the casual role of  (  

) or this-worldly pleasure and secondly through this ( ) it 

results  (  ) or ( ). [Similarly, we 

have shown above, ( ) is the source of ( ) which 

means both  (  ) and  (  ) 

or pleasure. Furthermore, ( ) can be said as cause or 

means of ( ). Those who deny that ( ) is the 

means of ( ) primarily keep in their mind that ( ) 

is not a direct or immediate means of ( ). Nobody will say 

that ( ) is an immediate means of ( ). Similarly, 

nobody will deny that ( ) is the indirect means for 

achieving ( ).] So, we can say that ( ) is the 

base or root of all other ( ) and for this reason it is 

mentioned at the bottom position of the list.  

In a sense ( ) is that which a man seeks. In 

this sense it is the result for which we strive. This is known as 

( - - ) or ( ) as result. 

Now, such ( ) must have some means through 

which it can be achieved. This means is known as 

( - ). We will discuss  ( -
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) in a seperate chapter. Among four ( )

( ) is the only end-in-itself. [one's desire for ( ) is 

not dependant on or derived from one's desire for some other thing]. 

This ( ) is neither a means of anything nor a result of 

any other ( ). On the other hand, other 

( ) are both a means and result of other ( ). 

We have discussed that ( ) can be a means of or source of 

( ) ( ) (two kinds of pleasure) and also 

( ). Hence if one gets ( ) he can get or at least has 

ability to get ( ) ( ) and at last ( ). 

Man knowingly and hence willingly performs ( ). 

Man who wants to be moral performs willingly what moral codes or 

injuntions obliges him to perform. He knows that through this 

performance he will get wealth or other things ( , ,  etc.) for 

what he performs ( ). So, a man performs ( ) for 

both  (  ) and  or pleasure (  

). ( ), therefore, is both ( ) and 

( - ). But ( ) as pleasure is 

only ( ) and not any ( -

). Man seeks pleasure or  ( ) for itself and not as a 

means of other ( ). ( ) is also 

( ) and ( ) [e.g. of 

( )]. Now, let us sum up. ( ) is both good as an 

end and good as a means. ( ) is also both good as an end 

and good as a means. ( ) is only good as an end and 

( ) is also only good as an end. The difference between 

( ) and ( ) is that the last one is supreme and 

eternal pleasure whereas the first one is [both pleasure 
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(  ) and pleasure (  ) i.e. ( )] 

impermanent and not supreme.  

We have said earlier that our aim is to show that FVP and PTP 

are not antithetical, rather continuous. Now, we can reiterate the 

major points of FVP. But then we need to resolve some issues. 

These issues are: first, whether the word ( ) has 

merely descriptive meaning or it has also normative meaning? 

Secondly, can we say that FVP list of ( ) is an 

exhaustive list of the most general kinds of human need in which all 

needs can be reduced or included? 

Since PTP admits only one (or two) ( ), so the 

problem regarding accommodating four ( ) or 

arranging them does not arise. It has been clearly shown in different 

classical Indian text of  (e.g. of Goutama) and 

Advaita  School (e.g. ). But before that we 

need to answer one important objection. The objection is: like FVP in 

PTP also we have to admit four ( ). It is true that 

they are not the same as FVP, but they must be in number four. How 

is it possible? In PTP it has been said that pleasure is one 

( ) and another ( ) is absense of 

pain. Then another two ( ) we have to admit which 

are the means of these two  ( ). Thus we get four 

( ) in PTP: 

   1.  Pleasure ( ) 

   2.  Means of pleasure ( ) 

   3.  Absence of pain ( ) 
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   4.  Means of absence of pain ( ) 

 Here 1 and 3 are ( ) as end-in-itself. But 2 

and 4, though ( ), are dependent on 1 and 3 

respectively. This means 2 and 4 are ( ) in the 

secondary sense (end as means). 

Another important point is this: if 1 [ ( )] is not 

admitted as ( ), 2 will also be not regarded as 

( ). Similarly, it is true for 3 and 4. So, we can say 

that in the ultimate sense and from the point of view of philosophy (a 

study of the ultimate truth) there are only two independent 

( ) and not four. 

There are innumerable objects which give pleasure. As for 

example milk, honey, sweet, ice-cream etc. They all are different. But 

they are not different in respect to that they all bring pleasure. In 

other words, though as caused by different objects pleasures are 

different, yet as pleasure they are not different. In brief, if we see 

them as pleasure caused by sweet and pleasure caused by honey 

they are different. But if we generalise them we get pleasure or 

 ( ) as such. The same is applicable to pain also. Different 

objects cause pain e.g. thorne, death etc. Pain caused by death and 

pain caused by thorne are different. But as pain they are not 

different. We can generalise it in this way that all pleasures as 

pleasure it ha  ( ) which means 

being experienced as likable and not contrary to our nature. But one 

important point to note here is that from the same thing different 

persons or different sentient being ( ) gets different experiences. 

Same object may cause pleasure to one and pain to another. A 
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camel may be happy to get thorne but it is painful to a man. So, 

pleasures differ from one experiencing being ( ) to another 

experiencing being. But if we consider pleasure as pleasure and not 

as who experiences it then we can generalise all pleasure into one 

class. In other words, if we do not consider what or which object 

causes the pleasure or who is experiencing this pleasure ( ), 

then we can generalize it as the same as pleasure. This is not to 

deny what  said. He said experience of pleasure (or 

pain) is relative to experiencing persons. This is called 

( ), meaning thereby that there is 

individual differences in the experience of pleasure and pain. But 

every pleasure experienced by many individuals has the same 

character or property. This property is  

( ) or the property of being experienced as likeable, 

helpful etc. 

Thus when PTP says that pleasure ( ) is 

( ), it means pleasure in a most generalised sense. Similarly 

when PTP says absence of pain ( ) is ( ), it 

means pain in a most generalised sense. Otherwise it could not be a 

philosophical theory. We have said earlier that when 

( ) becomes the concern of philosophy, philosophy takes it in 

the most generalised sense. Pain caused by different objects and 

different experiencing beings ( ) experience it differently. Pain 

from starvation is not the same as pain from fever. And what pains 

Ram may not pain Laksmana. But if we take pain as such and do not 

consider what causes it or who experiences it, then we get pain with 

one common characteristic and it has  (

) or having the property of non-likeablity (or being 
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experienced as non-helpful or non-likeable). It is common to all pains 

at all times in all spaces. No one in the world experience pain as 

likeable. One may point out the case when a hungry man gives away 

his food to another hungry beggar, he does not experience pain but 

pleasure. In reply it is to be said that pain is still there. Such man 

feels the pain of hunger. But there is some over riding consideration 

and deferred pleasure which outweighs the pain. What motivates us 

in action is the final result and  ( ). 

So from the philosophical point of view there is only one thing 

which every man seeks or needs irrespective of space, time, culture 

etc. This thing is pleasure ( ). Similarly, there is only one thing 

which every man irrespective of space, time, culture etc. does not 

desire or need. This thing is pain. In other words, absence of pain is 

what everybody needs or desires. Thus, there are only two 

( ) — pleasure and absence of pain. Though what 

one experiences as painful may not be the same for all, yet no 

normal person wants pain. Similarly, no normal person can say that 

he does not want pleasure. 

Here one question arises: can we have a more generalized 

theory of ( )? A philosophical theory of 

( ) is interested in most generalised version of 

( ). In such a case, ( ) will be only one and not 

two. For this reason every philosophical theory of 

( ), in the true sense of the term, admits only one 

( ). Thus PTP is a theory of ( ) according to 

which number of ( ) is only one and not even two. 
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There may be many reasons for philosophers to admit only 

one ( ) in their theory of ( ). One 

important reason is the consideration of logical economy (or principle 

of ). As we observe in a metaphysical theory that the theory 

should be judged in terms of the number of the ultimate principle of 

reality it admits. If one metaphysical theory explains the world on the 

basis of only one ultimate principle and another metaphysical theory 

does the same job on the basis of more than one ultimate principle, 

then obviously the first one will be considered to be the better than 

the second one. Here the criterion is the principle of logical economy 

(principle of ). By the same reason a PTP should be judged 

best according to the principle of  ( ) if it admits only one 

( ). For such a theory is successful to generalize all 

( ) to one only. 

Now, let us agree that a PTP as a most generalized theory 

admits only one ( ). Then obviously the question 

arises which will be that ( ) — pleasure or absence 

of pain? It is very difficult to answer this question. Some philosophers 

accept pleasure as ( ) and some 

philosophers accept absence of pain as (

). So, according to that, there developed two basic forms of 

PTP. Each PTP admits only one ( ). Hence, both 

PTPs are equally most general theory of human needs. Let us 

discuss these two PTPs. We will also examine if one of these can be 

said to be better than the other. Here better means logically stronger 

than the other. Generally speaking - ika philosophers 

admit absence of pain as ( ). On the 

other hand Advaita  philosophers admit highest pleasure as 
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( ). According to the T tita ( ) 

view also pleasure of certain kind is ( ).  y yana has 

discussed and refuted the view of those who said 

 ( ) is ( ).23 There are 

other schools of philosophy who have their different views about 

( ). But we will discuss here only two 

schools i.e. - ika school and Advaita  School. 

So, we will discuss here VPTP [  philosophical theory of 

( )] and NVPTP [ - ika philosophical 

theory of ( )]. Among them VPTP admits that 

highest pleasure is ( ) and NVPTP 

admits that absence of pain is the ( ). 

In this connection we want to note here one point though we 

will not discuss it elaborately. Many thinkers believe that there is no 

fundamental difference between  philosophical conception of 

( ) and ika philosophical conception of 

( ). But some hold the view that though according to 

ika philosophy absence of pain is (

), but according to  philosophy pleasure is 

( ). But how can they have this wrong idea? 

This is strange. If we notice the very source book of 

— the  of Gautama — there we find ‘ ’ 

(1/1/22). Here 'tat' means all types of  ( ) or pain including 

birth. For in the just previous  Gautama mentioned  

( ). y yana ' ' means absence or freedom 

from. On the other hand, rya discussed the ika 

view regarding ( ) in his . He 

said, according to ika philosophers, (
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) is freedom from pain. However, in this work and in other 

philosophical works of - ika school we do not often find 

very detailed discussion of the controversy regarding whether 

( ) or  ( ) is ( ) ( y is 

an exception). What is more elaborately discussed is what sort of 

absence of pain is ( ). Is it the  ( ) or 

( ) or ( ) of  

( )? So, we can say that both  and ika philosophers 

admit that absense of pain is ( ) or 

( ). But according to VPTP though (

) is ( ) but this ( ) means highest pleasure. 

But why some thinkers believe that  philosophy admits 

pleasure as ( ) or ( )? Why 

they believe that only ika-s admit absence of pain as 

( )? This point I have discussed in the paper ‘yoga and : 

Allies or Adversaries’ 24 which is also a part of the chapter 

 ( - ) in our present work. There we 

have mentioned two points in this connection. The first one is a 

popular story which we will not discuss here. The other one is a more 

serious and textual evidence. This evidence shows that  

admits pleasure as ( ) or ( ). 

ña ika of the shmir region and he was 

a aiva also. He in his book with , its 

commentary, has expressed his view that in a state of liberation 

there exist happiness.25 But the standard  view or Gautama 

and his followers maintain the view that final freedom from pain and 

suffering is ( ) or ( ). So, 

actually there is no difference between  view and ika 
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view regarding the nature of ( ) or 

( ). There may be any individual Naiy ika ( ikadesi) 

and he may have his own individual view. But it will be wrong to treat 

the view as the view of a whole philosophical school. Though 

according to ña, in liberation there is pleasure, but 

according to standard  view just freedom from pain is 

( ) or liberation. 

We have stated before that here we will discuss only the views 

of two philosophical schools — Advaita  (VPTP) and -

ika (NVPTP). First we will discuss VPTP. 

Here we will not discuss in detail Advaita  theory of 

( ). We are discussing here only their conception or view of 

( ). Similarly after this we will discuss the conception or 

view of ( ) according to NVPTP. We will not discuss every 

argument given by s or - ika philosophers. 

 philosophers admit only one (

) and that is ( ). But this position of VPTP may be 

challenged. In it has been said that there are four 

( ). ‘... - - - .....’. The 

statement means ‘among ( ) ( ) ( ) and 

( ), the four ( )...’. In this part of the 

sentence the author of the text  says that the number of 

( ) is four. But the complete sentence says 

something more. It means that among the four ( ) 

namely ( ) ( ) ( ) and ( ) ‘

’ - that is ( ) alone is the best or highest 

( ). So, the text means ( ) is not the 

only ( ), but among the four - ( ) 
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( ) is the highest. In other words, ( ) is not the 

only ( ), but ( ) is the only ( ) 

( )  

Here we can say that philosophy ( ) also is a highly general 

theory and it tries to adhere to the law of parsimony ( ). So, it is 

very obvious that a philosophical theory of ( ) will 

not admit more than one ( ) if there is provision or 

criterion according to which there can be only one 

( ).  

The difference between ( ) and other 

( ) is that other - ( ) are not eternal ( ), but 

( ) is eternal ( ). Here  quoted from the 

 text. For also tells us that ( ) is 

eternal ( ). Moreover, our experience also tells us that the other 

three ( ) are impermanent. In addition, these 

( ) are associated with pain and suffering. 

But one may have still some problems in 's position. 

For at first he suggests that ( ) is the only 

( ). But in the last chapter of the book [the  

pariceheda or the chapter which deals with the value of the system 

of  )] he suggests that in the primary sense 

( ) of the term ' '( ) it means mainly two human 

needs. These two needs are pleasure ( ) and freedom from pain 

( ).26 He not only admits two - ( ) in the 

primary sense of the term, he also admits another two kinds of 

 ( ) in the derivative ( ) sense or secondary 

sense. In this sense the two -s ( ) are means of the 
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first two ( ). Hence,  finally admits four 

- ( ). Two of them are  ( ) in the 

primary sense or ( ) and another two of them 

are  ( ) in the secondary sense or (

). But after that  has offered another criterion to re-

instate the thesis that there is only one ( ). He says 

that one of the two primary ( ) is ( ) or 

pleasure. Now, this pleasure can be of two types — qualified 

( ) and unqualified ( ). Among these  

(unqualified) is the best and highest and it is the ( ). 

He says " - ” ( ).27 Thus we 

can say that according to   (  ) or 

 (unblemished, unalloyed, highest and greatest pleasure) is 

( ) and this is the ( ). ( ) is a 

part of man's quest of this highest fulfillment. This is the ( ) 

or spiritual liberation. There are innumerable goals or needs of a 

human life. But ( ) is not concerned with these needs. 

( ) is concerned with the highest and universal goal of 

life. There are innumerable things in the world. But ika 

philosophy is concerned with the six (or seven) most general kinds of 

things. Similarly, though there are innumerable needs, yet 

( ) is concerned with the most general one. Let us go back to the 

Advaita  concept of ( ). According to them, 

( ) is the same as  ( ). So, since  is 

one, ( ) will be one.  begins by saying that 

 (need, goal etc.) are only two — pleasure and 

absence of pain. He says ‘... ’.28 Here we 

notice the similarity between  and Advaita  philosophy. 

In the under  (verse 146) 
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th says ‘ ’.29 After this he has given 

argument why pleasure and absence of pain are ( ). 

He says " ”.30 Which means knowledge of 

the  (good as end) is the cause of the desire of the ( ). 

So, if a man has no knowledge for the food x, then he cannot have 

any desire for that food x also. In other words knowledge of an object 

is the causal condition for the desire of that object. On the basis of 

such argument concludes that therefore pleasure and 

freedom from pain are ( ). Hence there are two 

 ( ) or good as end — pleasure and freedom from 

pain. But there may arise one question: Why do we say these are 

( )? Or what is the criterion for saying these as 

( )? As answer we can say that the thing is 

(rightly) called ( ) if it satisfies the following 

description. That thing is puru ) which is being known 

becomes the object of desire. ( ) is that object — if 

man knows it he wants to possess it for himself. We have said before 

that the word ‘ ( ) means (

). Here ( ) and (literally need) are synonymous. 

Now, there are innumerable needs in the world such as food, 

medicine, cloth, education etc. But nothing can satisfy the description 

or criterion stated above. Food has no value to the man who is not 

hungry. Medicine has no value to the man who is medically fit and 

has no disease. Only pleasure and freedom from pain can satisfy the 

description or criterion stated above. Once man knows that x is 

pleasure, he wants to have it. Once man knows that y is pain, he 

wants to avoid it. As for example, innocent small child gives pleasure 

to many human beings. Now once a person knows that there is an 

innocent beautiful small child, he wants to go there. Similarly, 
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suppose a man without any umbrella caught in rain when it was a 

winter season and he suddenly comes to know that there is a good 

shelter near to that place. If he goes to that place, there will be 

freedom from pain caused by excessive rain. Now the moment he 

knows about the absence of pain or  ( ), he 

desires to experience that ( ). Thus, only 

pleasure and absence (freedom from) of pain satisfy the description 

or condition of being ( ) stated above. 

One may say here that according to the criterion or description 

stated above many things can be said as ( ). As for 

example, food for a hungry man, toy for a child may be said as 

( ). For, these also satisfy the criterion. Here it can 

be said that a philosopher knows all these things. He will do one 

thing. He will formulate and justify certain general truths. And 

ultimately he draws the conclusion that all needs and desires of men 

can be generalised into ultimately two needs — pleasure and 

freedom from pain. As for example, a hungry man desires food. But 

he does not seek food for merely having food. He seeks food, for 

food gives him pleasure. Similarly a lover of music wants to listens 

music not for music itself, but because it gives him pleasure. Now, a 

philosopher analyses all these and concludes that men desires 

things either in the positive sense or in the negative sense. If he 

desires objects in the positive sense, then it is pleasure and if he 

desires objects in the negative sense, then it is absence of pain. Not 

the food but pleasure it offers, not the food but the freedom from 

hunger it ensures, is what man needs. 

Now, it seems that both NVPTP and VPTP agreed at the point 

that the most common and general end of human life are pleasure 
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and absence of pain. But still they have some differences. We will 

discuss that at a later time. Before that we want to mention here an 

interesting point.  offers the linguistic meaning of the word 

‘  ( ) and criterion of ( ). The 

interesting point is that  gives exactly the same but as the 

meaning of the word ‘  ( ) and criterion of 

( ). He writes “ ”.31  

writes, as we quoted above, “... , 

”.32 In ’s formulation ‘  means  

( ). So, here ‘ ’ means  ( ). 

‘  ( ) and ‘  ( ) are synonymous. They refer 

same thing. There are cases when the word ‘artha’ ( ) means 

something different. For example, in some of its use the word means 

substance ( ), quality ( ) and action ( ). On the other hand, in 

’s formulation also ‘ ’ means ( ). 

As we said before, whether we take VPTP or NVPTP, the most 

generalised  ( ) or  ( ) or need are pleasure 

and absence of pain. If ( ) is ( ), then absence of 

( ) is ( ); and if ( ) is ( ), 

then absence of ( ) is  ( ) or ( ). 

 has said at the end of his  that 

 or  philosophy is meant to get rid of anartha ( ). 

‘ ’.33 It 

means that the great purpose of  philosophy is to remove 

( ) ( ). This ( ) or ( ) is not the 

same as any particular pain or any individual pain. ( ) 

means most generalised pain or we can say pain as such. In a sense 

( ) and ( ) also means ( ). 
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( ) means the totality of ( ) or pain. Since in 

( ) or in this phenomenal world every man has to constantly face 

suffering, it means totality of ( ). Even pleasure in this 

phenomenal world is also a source of pain. Actually the life in this 

phenomenal world is marked by suffering. Every man, even every 

sentient being ( ), has to suffer pain according to the order. There 

cannot be any exception. For this reason the world is said to be full 

of pain ( ). Man tries to remove his pain through some possible 

means. The man who is suffering from certain diesease tries to 

remove it through proper medicine. But he cannot remove it 

permanently. It will come again and again and will cause more pains. 

So, two things are important here.  

1. Man can remove some pains but not all. 

2. The pain which man can remove, he cannot remove it 

permanently. 

It has been said that the remedy for all sufferings or 

( ) is ( ). It does not mean any particular ( ), but 

that ( ) which is called  ( ) in the technical 

sense. The question may arise does any philosophical system able 

to lead man to this ( )? In other words, is  or 

ika or khya or Yoga or  or provides the 

( ) or ( ) which can free man from all suffering 

permanently? The answer is: yes, it can provide. Freedom from pain 

as such is known as ( ). And according to all systems, 

( ) is the only ( ).  

Now, the problem is if ( ) means both pleasure and 

freedom from pain which one of the two will be the highest 

( ) or ( )?  in the beginning of 
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his book said ( ) is the only highest or 

( ).34  appears to admit that there are 

four ( ) as are admitted in FVP. But among them the 

best and highest is ( ).  So, ( ) is one according 

to VPTP. But at the end of his book  first says that in the 

most generalised and primary ( ) sense ( ) or 

 are two — pleasure and absence of pain. To the 

question what is ( ) he says limitless or infinite pleasure or 

happiness is  ( ). Then he says ‘..... ’. 

( ) is the attainment of . This attaiment of Advaita 

 consists in getting merged in or identified with the  

and more accurately it means getting rid of the false belief. The false 

belief is we are different from .Thus according Advaita 

 the highest and the greatest pleasure or its attainment is 

( ). 

But what about  ( )? Is it 

( )? If it is ( )  then there will be two 

 ( ) according to VPTP. These two  ( ) are 

 or ( ) and freedom from pain. And it will be in 

addition to the other three -  ( ). For, these three are 

either pleasure or absence of pain in nature. Only the difference is 

that they are not the highest pleasure or highest freedom from pain. 

It has been already said in that the highest 

(  )] which is one of the two 

 or needs of human life is the same as . Hence, 

this ( ) will be  ( ). For, (  

) will be the same as . So, we can say  is 

( ).  quotes  ‘
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’. So, among the two  only 

(  ) or eternal ( ) is the 

( ) (which once known man wants to have or posses it). We 

have said before that ‘ ’. So, now, we summarize 

that , whose nature is  (greatest pleasure) and who 

is  ( ) is the highest ( ) and it is ( ). 

But what about ( )? 

( ) may be also of two types —  ( ) and 

( ). As for example, a rich man does not have 

 ( ) what an ordinary man may have. So, in this sense he 

has ( ). But this ( ) is 

limited. It may happen that his richness may vanish. Further he may 

have other  ( ) also. He may not have children. This is 

called  ( ). But when a man gets 

( ), he will not return to this sa s ra ( ) or the world. This is 

called ( ). This 

( ) is not limited and hence it is  

( ). So, like ( ), 

( ) is also ( ).  

Thus highest  ( ) are two.  says 

“ - ’.35 Meaning thereby 

 ( )  are two — pleasure and absence of pain. On 

the other hand, according to NVPTP there is only one 

( ) and that is ( ). We have said that men have 

innumerable needs and FVP generalised them by making a list of 

four needs or  ( ). But from the philosophical 

standpoint this generalisation is not sufficient. So, philosophers 

made further one step generalisation and said that  
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( ) are two — ( ) and ( ). But to 

make a strictly philosophical theory of ( )

philosophers made one step generalisation further. According to the 

criterion of ( ), if x is such a thing that whoever 

knows, he wants it, then x is a ( ). Both VPTP and 

NVTP used this criterion. According to this criterion, only pleasure 

and absence of pain are  ( ). Adhereing to the 

notion of the principle of  (principle of logical economy or 

persimony) philosophers (both - ika School and 

 school) try to generalise two  ( ) into one. 

To do this  philosophers introduce the criterion of 

permanence ( ). So, among the four  ( ) only 

one can be admitted in philosophy as ( ). At the 

primary stage both VPTP and NVPTP admits two  

( ). But after that VPTP introduces the notion of  

or ultimate ( )). This criterion says 

that if one attains this ( ), he never losses it. Why he 

never losses it? Is it because he dies the next moment? No, the 

answer is because this ultimate (  ) is  

( ). Now, there is another important problem. Which one is eternal 

among these two ( )? Pleasure or absence of 

pain? 

The criterion is based on the linguistic sense of the term and 

the definition of ( ). This shows that  

( ) are two. If we add the condition of permanence to it then the 

criterion of ultimate ( ) will be this — the 

criterion two is that only the permanent good as end is 

( ) It also fulfils the first criterion. So, ultimate (
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) must be  or eternal. We have seen that according to 

VPTP ( ) alone is ultimate ( ). Now 

we have to see which one is  ( ) and hence ultimate 

( ).  position is very clear in this regard. 

According to them, one of the most generalised ( ) 

is ( ). So, VPTP admits two ( ) and 

NVPTP admits only one. It is true that at first, like VPTP, NVPTP 

also holds the view that according to the criterion one there are two 

-s ( ).  in his also hold 

this view. 36  All philosophers of  and ika schools are 

agreed with this view. So, NVPTP have to offer another criterion to 

say that there is only one ( ). Is there any such 

criterion? If it is, what is it? 

Very interestingly there can be two ways to establish that there 

is only one ( ) and one of them is adopted by 

NVPTP and the other is by VPTP. What are the ways? One way is to 

show that pleasure and absence of pain are identical. This highest 

pleasure is eternal and hence is the ultimate ( ). 

Now, if absence of pain is identical with this highest pleasure, then 

there will be only one ( ) and not two. The other way 

to show that though theoretically there can be permanent and 

impermanent pleasure but practically there cannot be any permanent 

pleasure in the nyaya sense. In other words pleasure cannot be 

permanent. So, only absence of pain is ( ). But this 

absence of pain must be eternal. VPTP adopted the first way and 

NVPTP adopted the 2nd and the last way. In both these two ways we 

can have a strictly generalised philosophical theory of 
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( ). And in both these ways philosophers prove that 

( ) is neither four, nor two, but one. 

 first said that there are two  ( ) — 

pleasure and absence of pain. After that he showed that 

( ) or  (

) is not different from  itself. He also showed that 

 ( ) is also not different from . 

Now, if this is the case that two things are identical with a third thing 

then we can say that these two things are also one and the same. 

So, ( ) and 

( ) are not different. In other words, according to 

VPTP, from the philosophical standpoint ( ) is one whether 

we call it as ( ) or parmanent absence of 

pain. 

Thus  shows that though VPTP admits two 

 ( ) in a most general sense yet ( ) is a 

simple and unitary ( ). The logic was that if two 

things are identical with the third thing then these first two things are 

identical with each other. ( ) and 

( ) or absence of all suffering 

are identical with . Then they are also identical with each 

other and hence ( ) is numerically one. 

Another important point we need to clarify. We said that 

philosophy ( ) is interested to give a most generalised theory 

about truth. And it is also same for the theory of ( ). 

But sometimes the word like ‘most general’ does not become clear 

and it may create some confusion. In the strict philosophical sense 
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( ) alone is the ( ). But what 

does the expression (most general) mean? In philosophy itself we 

generalise the things like Chair, Table, Window, The sun, Tree etc. 

and include them in a class called substance ( ). Is ( ) 

the name of a class like  ( ) in which all the  

( ) are included? No, ( ) is not a class of all which 

includes the other  ( ). Actually the philosophical 

theory of  ( ) asserts two points: 

1. ( ) is a ( ) and 

2. ( ) is or (

).  

        The second statement means that there cannot be other 

( ) which is better than ( ) or highest than 

( ). But we need to satisfy here the respect in which it 

cannot be excelled. ( ) is  ( ) or we can say that it 

can be proved to be  ( ). This reason shows that 

( ) is highest from any other ( ). For all will agree 

that all other  ( ) are impermanent [This may be 

incorrect in that sense who holds that ( ) is 

permanent pleasure. But the general view is that a man who did 

good deeds enjoys the pleasure of ( ) for a limited period 

of time. After this he returns to this worldly existence or bondage]. 

But what is the reason for which s admit that ( ) is 

permanent? Those who belong to the  tradition is likely to 

cite the last  ( ) of the text known as . The  

( ) tells us that there is no coming back (to the world or state of 

bondage).37 The  ( ) also tells us that there is  in support 

of this view. So, evidence for the belief in the permanence of 
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( ) is the authority or the authoritative utterances of . 

 in his commentary on the last quoted 

some portions from . These portions and the 

last tells us that who has worshipped qualified 

 also get rid, in due course, from this world and will not 

return to this world. Thus one can reach the state (of ) 

which is called ( ). In an earlier 4/1/14 also it has 

been said worshipper gets ( ). This  ( ) is a state 

from where one does not return to the state of bondage. It is true that 

these discussions show that ( ) is the result of the worship 

of  (of the realization of ) and does not prove that 

( ) is permanent. But it is also true that once somebody 

gets ( )  it will not be destroyed. But one may not be 

satisfied with this answer. Still one may think that what 

 says is not convincing which  quoted to prove that 

( ) is permanent. But he just says “ ”  

I ”.38 

It seems that  was aware about this type of objection. 

For this reason he says in the last chapter of his book that if 

( ) is caused then we could hardly take the word ‘  

( ) to mean it’s permanence.39 He, therefore, says that  

( ) is ( ) which is nothing but  

itself. After that he has quoted from  to prove this. The 

implication is this if he is successfull to mean ( ) as 

Brahman then ( ) will be proved automatically as  

( ) or permanent. Another point is this since  is one, 

( ) is also one and it is the  (

). 
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Here an obvious question arises. What about 

( ) or absense of ( ) or pain? 

( ) also fulfils the criterion required for a ( ). 

For, if one knows that the state x is a state of freedom from pain then 

he will desire it or seek to have it. So, it fulfils the first criterion. Now, 

does it also fulfil the second criterion i.e, the criterion of 

permanence? [Or we can say the criterion of 

( )] ja answers this question. According to him 

just as ( ) is identical with , 

complete freedom from pain is also identical with . Hence 

from this point it is also proved that complete freedom from pain is 

permanent or eternal.  proved that both  

( ) and ( ) are identical with 

by quoting from . Commenting on 's 

writing pandit Pañc nan astri writes that  cites  

in support of first the identity of ( ) and and next 

identity of ( ) and 40 These texts are 

" ” and “ ”. The first one tells us that 

one who knows  becomes identical with  

(unqualified). But can we understand that this utterance means that 

( ) is identical with ? The answer is this: in it 

has been said that  is , and ( ). This 

( ) means ( ). One who gets 

( ) or liberation is identical with  and  is 

identical with ( ) or ( ). 

Another point is that this  is ( ), meaning thereby 

is eternal or permanent. So, ( ) 

is also permanent. In the second utterance  says that one who 

knows  (and hence becomes identical with 
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according to the previous sentence) gets rid of ( ) pain or 

suffering ( ). However, the second  ( ) does not 

explicitly say that absence of pain is identical with , but 

 gives arguement to prove this point. He said that in 

 philosophy it has been said that  is identical with 

( ). This ( ) is identical with freedom from 

pain which  evidently has. Originally  is the 

substratum [  ( ) or locus] of 

( ).  philosophy admits seperate ( ) existence of 

absence. But according to  philosophy, absence is not 

different from it's locus where it resides. Absence is 

( - ).41 Hence, ( ) or absence 

of pain is identical with its locus, i.e. . So,  and 

absence of pain are the one and the same. 

Thus  has given his proof and the proof is complete. 

So, VPTP is concerned with ( ). One may call it limitless 

pleasure [ ( )], other may call it absence 

of pain or ( ). But these two are identical with 

 and hence it is one. So, VPTP is concerned with only one 

( ). 

Two more questions are very important to understand the 

position of VPTP. The first one is how the  proves that 

 is eternal? On the basis of this one they prove that final 

( ) is just one. To prove the identity of 

( ) and   philosophy gives extra argument in 

addition to the evidence given in . But to prove the identity 

between ( ) and  they have not given any extra 
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argument. For, ( ) is a positive entity whereas 

( ) is a negative entity ( rtha). 

To understand 's position we have to understand the 

logic which s use to protect (maintain) their non-dualism. 

According to (Advaita)  philosophy the only reality is 

unqualified . So,  cannot have any properties or 

qualities. It is also said that  is   or eternal), 

(conciousness) and (bliss or limitless pleasure). From this it 

seems that  has these three qualities or properties. But if it 

is so, then the fundamental thesis of Advaita  will not be 

retained. This fundamental thesis is non-dualism. For, then at least 

three more things we have to admit apart from . To solve 

this problem and secure non-dualism, Advaita  philosophy 

takes the help of the theory of negation. According to this theory, 

absence ( ) has no separate ( ) existence other than its 

locus. So, though ( ), ( ) and  ( ) are the 

properities of , yet they have no separate existence other 

than their locus i.e. . But problem is still there. The theory of 

negation secures the identity of absence and it's locus. But ( ), 

( ) and  ( ) are not any negative entity, rather they 

are positive entity. How can it secure the identity between ( ), 

( ) and  ( ) and ? And if it is not possible, 

then the main thesis of Advaita  will not be preserved. To 

solve this problem s interprets ( ), ( ) and 

 ( ) to show that they are negative entity.  ( ) means 

 ( ) and they interpret it as absence of  

( ) or impermanence. Like this ( ) means  

( ) or consciousness and is interpreted as absence of  
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( ) or mortality. Again  ( ) means limitless pleasure 

and is interpreted as absence of pain or ( ). In 

this way we can show that ( ), ( ) and  ( ) are 

identical with . in his 

 has shown this point convincingly.42 

The second and the last question about VPTP is how  

is proved to be  ( ) or eternal? If Brahman is proved to be 

eternal then only ( ) will be eternal. For unlimited pleasure 

or ( ) is identical with . The answer is the 

 like " ”43 etc. tells us that  is 

eternal. For the word ‘ ’ which is one of the  

( ) of Brahman means  (eternal).  Apart from such 

the ( ) 1/1/2 says that  is eternal. 

Even in  also it is said the  is  ( ). In the 

( ) it is said that  is the cause of creation (of the 

Universe), it's substratum and destruction. Now, if  is the 

cause of the creation of everything, it cannot be impermanent. For, if 

 is impermanent or created then there must be another 

cause which is also . That means  is self-caused. 

But to say something is self-caused is to say in another way that it is 

 ( ) or it is not caused.  

Here we will discuss another argument by which  

proves the  ( ) of . This argument is similar to 

the argument which Descartes offered to prove the existence of the 

self. In this argument s say that consciousness or  

( ) or its existence cannot be doubted or denied. To say that 

consciousness is impermanent is to say that consciousness exists 

temporarily. Again, to accept that consciousness exists temporarily is 
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to accept the absence of consciousness. Now to say that there is 

absence of consciousness one must be conscious about that. So, 

one cannot prove the absence of consciousness. Hence, 

Consciousness is eternal.  

We have seen that there are innumerable needs or 

 ( ) of human life. It is fact and no philosopher of 

any Indian philosophical system will deny that fact. So, when some 

modern scholars raise the question whether there are other 

 ( ) or not, then they actually raise a useless 

question. No philosopher will deny that there are many more 

 ( ) than they admit. So, when one say that there 

can be other  ( ) then they only utter the fact which 

everybody knows. Actually they are not aware about the meaning of 

the word ‘  ( ). In this sense anything which man 

needs, desires or wants, is ( ). [The word 

( ) is also understood to mean any and every normal and adult 

human being]. They should note that the purpose of any theory of 

( ) is not to make a list of needs or  

( ), rather to generalise and explain ( ). There 

are mainly two ways to generalise for a philosopher of India. Either 

he can go a priori, or he can go by collecting emperical data. The 

second one is adopted by the Indian philosophers. They generalise 

( ) in such a way that all individual  

( ) can be reduced in only one ( ). Since the 

theory is empirical, the reduction is not physical but definitional. First 

an effort has been made to generalise individual  

( ) so that other  ( ) can be reduced to them. 

FVP has done this job. But it is not most generalised version. 
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Besides, it is not a fully systematic theory. FVP makes a list of four 

( ). But they hardly explain by which criterion they 

accept four  ( ). It may be possible that while 

admitting four  ( ) they might have kept the division 

of the people of two groups in their mind. The first group of people is 

described as worldly persons. They mainly seek this-worldly 

pleasure. The second group of people is described as a sort of 

withdrawn persons. They want to spend their life in search of the 

good of the other world. This is the highest good. 

A philosophical theory aims at the theoretical understanding 

and the explanation of the phenomenon it studies. Philosophical 

theory (we are talking about Indian philosophical theory) begins with 

facts or experiences. A philosophical theory knows that FVP makes 

a list of four  ( ) — ( ), ( ), 

( ) and ( ). It first seeks to connect the two. Why man 

wants ( )? Why man desires ( )? It tries to give 

explanation. 

PTP begins with the problems of what man seeks and why man 

seeks. Man desires many things which he believes to be desirable. 

But man's believing a thing that it is desirable does not make it a 

( ). Suppose a man wants to commit suicide.  He 

desires it. But can we say that committing suicide is a 

( )? Let us take another example, a student wants to pass 

examination without studying the subject. Can we say that passing 

the examination without studying a subject is a ( )? 

Clearly, it is not. A man wants to grab other person's money and 

property by using an unfair means. But it is also not a 

( ). So, there is nothing objectivity in death or in passing an 
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examination without studying the subject or capturing other's money 

and property. Then what does PTP say? PTP says that a thing will 

be ( ) if it is desirable in itself or without depending 

on any conditions.  ( ) is a ( ) not because a 

beggar seeks or ( ) is a ( ) though 

maximum men do not want it. 

The above point begs the question: what makes a thing 

( )? It is clear that maximum men may not want a 

thing or even no man does not want a thing, but still it may be a 

( ). So, there is no external condition which makes a 

thing ( ). Then what are the characteristics which 

make a thing ( )? Suppose this characteristics or 

property is F according NVPTP. Now the obvious problem is if any 

internal or objective property makes a thing ( ), then 

how a man can live without desiring it? NPTP has an answer to this 

problem. According to them the thing which has F and the thing 

which causes the desire of the thing are not the same. In other words 

suppose the thing T has the property F which makes T 

( ). Now T has no role to make it desirable to men, it is 

something other than T. Then what makes it desirable? Actually the 

cause of any desire is a belief [ ( )]. Like belief, ( ) 

can be either true or false ( ). Suppose there is a 

desirable thing, but I do not know this. Then I will not have any desire 

of that thing or object. So, the thing is not cause of my desire of that 

thing. It is the belief (certain) about that object which causes my 

desire of that object. So, it may be possible that a thing is actually 

desirable but still we do not desire it. On the other hand it is also 

possible that one may desire a thing but the thing is not actually 
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desirable. To put it otherwise, in case of desiring a thing as 

( ) it (the thing) must have the objective property F 

and the desire must have the objective property G. We have said 

earlier that our desire is caused by our belief. So, G will be caused 

by the true belief of the object of desire or F. Now what is this F? 

Roughly speaking F is the property of being desirable. But then there 

will be circularity. Actually this property means the property of the 

thing which is truely known as conducive ( ) to our being. 

If we say something is ( ), then the question arises 

( ) to what? Or to what it is conducive? A thing may be 

conducive to many things, many purposes. ( ) is 

conducive to our being. Water helps man to survive, but poison is 

not. So, we say water is conducive to the being. But poison is not. 

Similarly, fruits, vegetables are conducive to our being. So, when 

men feel happy in getting something, when he finds himself happy in 

relation to something which helps to live his life in better way then we 

can say that it is conducive to his being. It is not against his life. In a 

sense it promotes his life or helps to live a better life. There are 

innumerable things which are conducive to their being. But if we 

bring them in a same platform, we can say it is pleasure or 

( ). And for this reason pleasure is ( ). It is called 

. In the ultimate philosophical sense only svatah 

(  ) is ( ). Other -

( ) are  (relative or dependent) -  ( ). For, 

they depend upon svatah (  ) or they are 

( ) only because they are related to  

(  ). 
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Another important point is that this property or the property of 

being a ( ) is a natural property and the state of 

mind when we feel that something is conducive to our being is 

natural state of mind (internal state). In the context of N -

ika philosophy experience of pleasure, pain etc. are not any 

sate of mind strictly speaking. So, in this context state of mind should 

be understood as internal state or the state of the self of the 

individual. 

According to - ika philosophers, ( ) which 

they admit as ( ) is also a natural, empirically 

verifiable internal state. It is true for every normal human being or 

even every animal or sentient creature that they experience pleasure 

or they feel pleasure when they get something which is conducive to 

their being. This pleasure and the experience of this pleasure [we will 

discuss whether they are different or not] both are pleasing. A thing 

(for example, any particular food or fruit etc.) which we really want 

not because it is desirable but because it will help to live our life. It 

gives us pleasure. If we get such thing, we feel pleasure or 

( ). We want this pleasure. We can test this with any 

( ) and we will see that in all cases it produces pleasure. 

According to  philosophy, limitless ( ) or 

pleasure is ( ). Man naturally wants pleasure. 

( ), ( ) etc. give us pleasure in the sense that they 

are means of pleasure ( ). If they were not means of pleasure 

we could not want them. ( ), ( ), ( ) — all 

are means of pleasure. This pleasure is agreeable ( ) with our 

nature. 
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We have said earlier that philosophy gives us a most general 

theory of ( ). FVP also gives us a general theory of 

( ). But PTP gives most general theory of the 

subject. No theory of ( ) can be more general than 

VPTP. Because VPTP admits only one ( ) and that 

is pleasure. In ( ) two criteria are merged. 

( ) must be  ( ) or agreeable with 

the nature of man. For it makes no sense to say or it is contradictory 

to say that it is a ( ) and it goes against man's 

nature or is found disagreeable. This is the objective property and 

pleasure or ( ) has this property. The other criterion of 

( ) follows from the meaning of the term. Again, it 

makes no sense if a man says "I know that sharing food with a 

hungry man who is present is pleasing but I do not want to share my 

food with him." 

By now it has become clear that in the strict philosophical 

sense ( ) is just one, not four. According to , 

it is pleasure or ( ). It is known as  (

). If there is anything, other than pleasure, which is also 

( ), then it must be ( ) in a 

derivative or secondary sense. In this way we can say that artha 

( ) and ( ) are ( ) in a secondary sense. 

But what about ( )? It is difficult to answer. But all four 

 ( ) give us pleasure. 

Another objection one may arise. We have said that all four 

-s ( ) give us pleasure. Now, the objection is: there is 

no logical and moral necessity that one must desire pleasure. 

Neither logically we can say that (as a matter of logical necessity) 
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one must desire pleasure nor morally we can say that (as a matter or 

moral or ethical necessity) one should desire pleasure. As an answer 

one may say that man is constituted in this way that he naturally 

desires pleasure. But then also one may say that there may be a 

differently constituted man. And his normal nature is to avoid 

pleasure. For this reason we already said that in their theory of 

( ) - ika philosophy offers a theory 

which is not a priori but emperical. In other words, the theory of 

( ) of - ika philosophy is not based 

upone any a priori conditions, rather it is based upon emperical 

truths or facts. Empirically it is obseved that any normal man seeks 

pleasure. No normal man, we observe, wants to avoid pleasure. It 

may be the case that a man does not want pleasure (in a case of a 

particular pleasure). But then also if we analyse the case we find that 

the man does not want pleasure either to get more valuable pleasure 

or to sacrifice his pleasure for his nearest dearest one (say for his 

son  ( ) sacrifices his many 

pleasures to get God or a freedom fighter sacrifices his many 

pleasures for the sake of the independence of his motherland. In a 

sense they do not feel these as pleasure, which normal people feel 

as pleasure. Rather they felt pleasure to sacrifice for the sake of their 

motherland or for God. So, actually they also seek pleasure but in a 

special sense. So, we cannot say that some men reject or avoid 

pleasure. We can only say that they reject whatever they do not find 

attractive or desirable. 

Now another question arises: Whether according to NVPTP 

( ) or absence of pain is a ( ) in 

the principal sense or not? If it is regarded as ( ), 
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then the number of ( ) will be two. We cannot deny 

( ). For, it satisfies both criteria. If one knows 

that x is ( ), he must desire it. On the other 

hand, ( ) is also a ( ) in the primary sense. 

So, both ( ) and ( ) are  

( ). In other words, the objective property of being experienced 

as agreeable ( ) qualifies ( ) as 

much as it qualifies ( ). A philosophical theory should be as 

general as possible and as economical [ ( ), having l ghava 

( ) or approved by law of parsimony] as possible. If we see that a 

philosophical theory admits two -s ( ) and it is most 

general then it will be acceptable. Here the number of 

( ) seems to be a non-issue. What we have to notice is that the 

theory should not be too wide or two weak to make it most 

comprehensive. And it should not admit any ( ) 

which is reducible to another ( ). In other words, it 

should be too strict such that no ( ) is admitted as 

( ) which is not irreducible. It seems that a Naiy ika 

will not have any problem to accept both ( ) and 

( ). But this is not the case. How do they decide 

which of the two — ( ) and ( ) — is 

better and why? A Naiy ika has answer to both these questions. So, 

according to NVPTP, philosophically speaking there is only one 

( ). Now we will discuss this. 

We have discussed that FVP and PTP are not antithetical to 

each other, rather continious. FVP admits four  ( ) 

but it includes neither ( ) nor ( ). We 

have also discussed the defination of ( ) which 
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shows that ( ), ( ), ( ) and ( ) 

are ( ). Both VPTP and NVPTP mention the 

definition of ( ) according to which only sukha ( ) 

and ( ) are  ( ). So, if one 

wants to show ( ), ( ), ( ) and 

( ) to be ( ) according to the defination, he has to 

show that each of them are the form of either ( ) or 

( ). Now it is a new problem which has cropped 

up. How can we show that these four  ( ) are the 

form of either ( ) or ( )? We have 

already shown that ( ), ( ) and ( ) are 

form of ( ), for they are  ( ). For 

a , ( ) is also a form of ( ). For according 

to VPTP, ( ) is ( ). So, for a 

, all the four  ( ) are the form of 

( ). But the criterion of puru ), like  ( ), 

( ) also satisfies. If we say that this 

( ) is distinct from ( ), then VPTP have 

to admit two  ( ). We have already discussed how 

s show that ultimate ( ) and 

( ) are identical. But they need to show why in the ultimate 

sense there is only one ( ) which is identical with the 

ultimate ( ) and not three or four. s 

show ( ) is not only a ( ) in the sense of 

( ). In that sense ( ), ( ) and ( ) 

are also ( ). But  brought one criterion 

which shows ( ) is the ultimate and better than any one of 

the other three. This criterion is the criterion of permanence. For the 

s only ( ) is permanent pleasure or ( ). 
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The other three  ( ) admitted in FVP are 

comparatively and relatively inferior. They all are impermanent.  

But, for , all  ( ) are non- eternal. For 

each one of them are caused or produced. According to  

philosophy, all the four  ( ) are object of desire and 

equally impermanent. They do not admit ( ) as permanent 

as -s say. But since each one of the first three is a form of 

( ), they need not be counted separately in a philosophical 

theory. They can be generalized and reduced to just one 

( ) and that is ( ). So, now we have two  

( ) — ( ) and ( ). 

Now, the important question arises: Is ( ) a form of

( ) or a form of ( )? The  answer 

is: ( ) is a form of ( ). In NPTP there 

is no hierarchy between ( ) and ( ). 

Man desires both and both are important. Here one may think that, if 

he is inspired by VPTP, the  exposition is most unreasonable. 

There are some reasons. It seems that  violates law of 

parsimony by admitting two  ( ) as ultimate. A 

philosophical theory can be rejected if it is not most economical. Is 

NPTP inferior to VPTP? Let us examine two options. The first option 

ika can say that ( ) is identical with 

( ). For they already admit that both are 

impermanent and men want both. The second optio ika 

can admit at least one of them as eternal. If they accept first option, 

then there will be ultimately one ( ) and no problem 

will be there. They can accept second option also. If ( ) is 

( ), then it [ ( )] will be eternal and if ( ) is 
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( ) then ( ) will be eternal. 

I ikas admit either one of the two options, the problem will not 

be there. 

 Let us now state and examine the  responses to the 

above suggestions or criticism of the .  says that 

 theory could be better theory if they identified ( ) and 

( ) and admitted only one ( ). 

The first reply of  is that  realizes that to identify the two 

[ ( ) and ( )] would be illogical as they 

are different.  admits that it is easier for a  to show 

that ( ) and ( ) are different and yet 

they wrongly identified the two. And to do this they violated the basic 

law of logic.  does not only say that ( ) and 

( ) are different but they further say that this is 

so according to  philosophy also. A  can show that 

( ) and ( ) are different in the case of 

 ( ) or deep dreamless sleep. According to , in 

the state of  ( ) there is obviously ( ). For 

( ) is experienced in  ( ). But ( ) is 

not experienced there. Thus for a  ( ) and 

( ) are different.  

ika, in  ( ) one does not 

experience either pleasure or pain (or any other internal state). But 

still they are different. The cause of pleasure does not produce pain 

and vice versa. Moreover, pleasure is experienced as agreeble 

( ) and pain as disagreeable ( ). If two things 

are different, then their absence ( ) is also different. Moreover, a 

positive entity ( ) is different from an ( ).  ( ) 
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is experienced as ‘  ( - va ( ) is 

experienced as ‘  ( ) or ‘ ( - or -  

and so on). ( ) is ( ) and included in 

( ). ( ) is ( ). 

How can they be identical?  maintained their logical 

consistency by not identifying the two. At the most this will cost the 

ikas to have a PTP which is only optimally simple and not 

absolutely simple and economical. It is better to build up a theory 

which is logically consistent and optimally economical than a theory 

which is absolutely simple and logically inconsistent.  

We have so far seen that ( ) and 

( ) cannot straightway be identified. A  identified the 

two by showing their identity to a third thing — . But how 

( ) can be identified with ? We saw that  

could do so only by first reducing ( ) to 

( ), i.e., by identifying what cannot be identified. Thus neither 

directly nor indirectly ( ) and ( ) can be 

identified [Besides  does not admit  or the  

view of  according to which  is identical with its locus.] 

Here a  may say that still there is a way if Naiy ika-s 

admit second option and say ( ) and 

( ) are permanent. It is true that in  philosophy both 

positive entity ( ) and negative entity ( ) can be 

permanent ( ). Self ( ) is a positive entity which is also 

permanent and absolute absence ( ) is a negative entity 

which is also permanent. So far there can be  ( ) 

and  (  ) ika the 

problem will be the same whether they both admit ( ) and
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( ) are  ( ) or as  ( ). All the 

classical schools of Indian Philosophy [and followers of these 

schools even today] admit ( ) as the highest 

( ). Even the C ka-s admit ( ) though in their 

view it is nothing other than death. We have already seen that the 

first three  ( ) admitted in FVP are positive in 

character. They can be easily brought under ( ). But what is 

the nature of ( )? Is it a positive entity or  ( ) or 

negative entity or ( )? Another problem is what 

makes it highest or  ( )?  has an 

answer. According to them, ( ) is permanent. But  

has a problem. For, they do not admit any permanent pleasure. 

Secondly, they do not admit that ( ) is a permanent 

absence ( ). Even if ( ) is absence of pain, it is 

not eternal absence of pain. For a Naiy ika if any argument 

contradicts the Scripture (  or ), then it will not be a valid 

argument. It is well known to all that says ( ) is  

( ). The last s ) of  ) also says this. 

The author of the also refers to this at the 

beginning of his text. Hence,  cannot say that ( ) is 

not . 

ika can say that even if ( ) is admitted 

as  ( ), the problem will still be there. The problem is 

regarding the number of ultimate ( ). If a 

philosophical theory violates law of parsimony, then it will be 

regarded as less acceptable theory. If we admit ( ) to be 

 ( ) even then we cannot reduce the number of 

 ( ) to one. For if ( ) is of the nature of 
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pleasure and  ( ), then it will be the highest among all 

( ) [admitting for the sake of argument that there is only one  

( )], but not among all  ( ). So, on the 

side of ( ) there will be ( ). But since ( ) 

cannot be reduced to ( )[and vice versa] the 

scheme of ( ) of PTP would include at least two 

 ( ) — ( ) and ( ). 

Similarly, if ( ) is the highest kind of absence of pain 

because it is  ( ), then also a PTP should include ( ) 

and ( ). ( ) would be highest among all forms of 

( ) only [and not also among all kinds of 

( )]. This general argument applies equally to all. So, just as  

( ) VPTP should also admit at least two  ( ) and 

not one. And both  and  are to be free from the 

problem that if there are two equally irreducible  ( ) 

then why they say that ( ) is the highest 

( )? 

 The final  position in brief is this. To solve the problem 

stated above  need not admit that there cannot be  

( ) [permanent pleasure] or  ( ) 

[eternal absence of pain]. It is enough to admit that neither 

permanent pleasure nor permanent absence of pain can be 

( ). The argument is that anything that is  ( ) violates a 

central part of the meaning of ( ) or a necessary 

criterion of ( ). This argument does not violate the 

 text " ". This  text does not mean ( ) 

is  ( ) nor does it violate the meaning or criterion of 

( ). This  means that once one attains liberation, one does 
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not return back to this world or ( ). A man of the world is 

not already in a state of liberation [for the present we are talking 

about ( ) or  ( )]. 

So, he needs liberation. It is his ( ). This 

( ) leads him to take a way so that he can attain liberation. 

When he succeeds or when he finally attains his liberation through 

his effort, he never loses it again. So, after attaining liberation he 

never returns back to ( ). Thus a part of the meaning of 

( ) or ( ) is that it leads men to 

adopt appropriate means ( ) for attaining 

( ). Men lose the world in death and returns back to it again when 

he takes rebirth. But the man who attained liberation does not come 

back again. This is ( ). 

( ) may be ( ) or may be 

( ). But the most important point for a Naiy ika is that it is not 

eternal. It is not already there; it is caused or attained through proper 

means but it will never be destroyed again. We never lose it nor do 

we need to regain it. But for this  has no need to admit 

( ) as eternal. For, they admit one kind of negative fact — which is 

both caused and indestructionable. It is known as 

( ) which has a cause but has never any end. If certain cause 

destroyes a table, it never returns. That means the destruction of a 

table never ends. Another table can be produced. Thus 

( ) is that kind of thing which is caused but 

never destroyed again. For this reason it is called  (has 

beginning) and  (never destroyed). According to , 

( ) is such kind of entity. Thus  builds a perfect PTP 

where ( ) has been admitted as ( ). It 
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is the final destruction of all sufferings or pain. ( ) is 

( ). 

 If there is any ( ) which is comparable with 

( ) or ( ) then 

 PTP would have two  ( ). But 

elaborately argued why there may not be such kind of ( ). If 

there is a  ( ) which is uncaused and cannot be brought into 

existence by human effort then it cannot be ( ) or 

( ). If ( ) is to be a 

( ) the only possibility is that it should be caused but should not 

be destroyed later. But it is not possible. For, there is a rule and that 

is if an entity is caused ( ) and if it is also a ( )

(Positive entity) then it must be destroyed later. So, ( ) 

cannot be a ( ). And so, there is only one 

( ) — final destruction ( ) of all sufferings. All 

created or caused pleasure are destroyed later. But being an  

( ) ( ) is never destroyed. Hence it is superior to 

( ). We need to achieve it only once. Thus NPTP 

establishes that the number of ( ) (in the ultimate 

philosophical sense) is just one. And further it is of the nature of 

( ). It is ( ); it is 

(  ), destruction of all sufferings. 

 A  will not be unhappy if Naiy ika-s say that 

( ) is of the nature of ( ). For they 

also do that. We have shown above that according to VPTP though 

( ) is said to be  ( ) yet this  ( ) is 

interpreted as ( ). Otherwise in their system 

there is no way to preserve the truth of the — ’ ’ — 
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as they understand it [ ( ) is ( )]. And if they do not 

take ( ) to be ( ), they can neither 

show ( ) or ( ) to be ( ) nor they can 

show it as identical with ( ). Hence, considering 

all the arguments PTP seems to be a better theory.
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